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Objective: The study purpose was to understand how early months of the COVID-19 pandemic altered interlibrary loan (ILL) and document delivery (DD) in North American health science libraries (HSLs), specifically the decision-making and workflow adjustments associated with accessing their own collections and obtaining content not available via ILL.

Methods: Researchers distributed an online 26-question survey through 24 health science library email lists from January 6-February 7, 2021. Respondents reported their library’s ILL and DD activities from March-August 2020, including ILL/DD usage and policies, collection access, decision-making, and workflow adjustments. In addition to calculating frequencies, cross-tabulation and statistical tests were performed to test a priori potential associations. Two researchers independently and thematically analyzed responses to the 2 open-ended questions and reached consensus on themes.

Results: Hospital libraries represented 52% (n=226/431) of respondents, along with 42% academic (n=179) and 6% (n=26) multi-type or other special. Only 1% (n=5) closed completely with no remote services, but many, 45% (n=194), ceased ILL of print materials. More than half (n=246/423; 58%) agreed that ILL requests likely to be filled from print remained unfilled more than is typical. Open-ended questions yielded 5 themes on ILL/DD staffing, setup, and systems; 6 on impacts for libraries and library users.

Conclusion: Lack of communication regarding collection availability and staffing resulted in delayed or unfilled requests. Hospital and academic libraries made similar decisions about continuing services but reported different experiences in areas such as purchasing digital content. Hybrid ILL/DD workflows may continue for managing these services.
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INTRODUCTION

Beginning in March 2020, many health sciences libraries (HSLs) in North America temporarily closed their physical locations for variable and unspecified lengths of time. Issues with receiving requests via interlibrary loan quickly became apparent. Requests were routed to closed libraries who had not marked themselves as inactive and also to libraries where staff working remotely did not have access to print collections.

The growing literature on library services during COVID-19 reflects several trends: rapid transition of services to a virtual environment, complications of restricted access to physical spaces and collections, navigating working from home, and development of solutions that will be retained after pandemic conditions cease. In the literature focused on Interlibrary loan / document delivery (ILL/DD) services, acquiring electronic resources to support virtual learning is another common theme [1, 2], as is the challenge of staggered staff schedules [1, 3]. Harnegie examined HSL staff experiences both working from home and in altered roles within hospitals [3], while Massey reported first-hand the stress of staff working at half capacity [4]. Koos et al. described the health and safety measures practiced by many HSLs during COVID-19, such as sanitation practices and quarantining of physical materials [1]. Prior disaster preparedness literature focused more on collection preservation than the library’s role in the dissemination of information during a crisis [5]. The scale of the COVID-19
crisis may be unprecedented, but during prior public health crises, HSLs have planned for virtual learning and services and physical distancing [6]. Pivoting to the virtual environment in 2020 was challenging, especially with the short timeline, and extra responsibilities such as assisting teaching staff in transitioning courses online fell on library staff [7]. A more comprehensive review of literature relevant to this research, including articles on ILL/DD services outside of HSLs, appears in Appendix A.

Public dialogue about the impacts of COVID-19 on ILL and DD consisted primarily of posts on health sciences librarianship email discussion lists and social media, asking questions about service limitations and workarounds such as, “What are you doing about articles that you can’t get through ILL at this time?” or “What are other academic health science resource libraries doing about filling ILL requests?” These posts provoked further questions about the increase in requests seen by HSLs that provided some level of service during COVID-19. “Was more health and science content needed during COVID-19? Was there a shift across the system that left fewer libraries to fill the same information needs? Or perhaps it was both?” To address these questions, a group of library personnel from multiple types of HSLs came together to investigate ILL and DD activities and associated collection access issues of HSLs during the pandemic [8]. The research was originally introduced as a “Print Collection Usage Study.” On April 3, 2020, DOCLINE released the new “Print Resources Available” filter to help address questions about which libraries still had access to their print collections [9], indicating that this was a major question for HSLs. However, subsequent dialogue among the team and questions from librarians with predominantly digital collections expanded the focus from ILL of print content to studying ILL/DD of materials regardless of format.

This survey is the first component of a multiple method program of interrelated research [8]. There are three method groups covering some complementary and some unique questions. The purpose of this survey was to understand ILL and DD activities in health-related libraries in North America during the early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic. The survey addressed the broad research question of understanding the decision-making and workflow adjustments associated with how libraries accessed their own collections and obtained content not available via ILL. The other two groups are analyzing secondary DOCLINE data and primary ILL and DD data from participating libraries over the same time period covered by our survey to be able to address questions about the type, age, subject, and digital availability of materials requested.

METHODS

Definitions

HSLs are libraries primarily serving health sciences programs, health professionals, or health facilities. ILL encompasses borrowing, obtaining digital or physical articles, chapters, books, or other materials from an external library for one’s own users, or lending digital or physical articles, chapters, books, or other materials to other libraries. Libraries may borrow, lend, or do both. For the purpose of this study, DD is providing digital material (whether from digital collections or print) to a library’s own users, unaffiliated requestors, or internal branches. The early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic is the time period from March through August 2020, as this was the most volatile time for libraries. This was also the time period in which the researchers hypothesized that the greatest difficulty in receiving requests occurred.

Organizations and systems of interest in this study include the National Library of Medicine (NLM) and its DOCLINE interlibrary loan system, which is reportedly used by at least 2,000 and up to 2,700 North American HSLs [10-11]. DOCLINE participation was considered as the baseline or denominator of available libraries engaged in health-related ILL as the majority of HSLs in the United States and Canada participate in DOCLINE. Unfortunately, the exact number of DOCLINE participants is not available. Some libraries, especially academics, also participate in OCLC Resource Sharing, an interlibrary loan network of over 10,000 libraries from more than 55 countries [12] or other cooperative ILL networks. DOCLINE and access to NLM collections were mentioned in the online forum questions that motivated this research. Therefore, we looked more closely at DOCLINE with this survey. Future research from the secondary data arm of our mixed-method research relies on DOCLINE data. The primary data arm of the research is examining ILL and DD data regardless of system [8].

Study Design and Survey Development

This cross-sectional study consisted of a single online English-language survey to anonymously collect information about ILL and DD activities over the time period of interest. The research team developed a survey consisting of twenty-four multiple-choice and two open-response questions. Questions covered processes for filling ILL and DD requests from March-August 2020, using print and electronic methods to fill requests, copyright purchases, and operating functions of the library during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Five health sciences library staff familiar with ILL and working in public or private universities or hospitals completed the pilot survey in an average time of 15 minutes. Based on their comments and responses, the
team revised the introduction, separated a few questions, and rewrote others for clarity. The final survey and the research protocol (STUDY00022454) were deemed exempt category #2 by the Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU) Institutional Review Board on January 4, 2021. The 26-question survey (Appendix B) was created in the OHSU-secure instance of Qualtrics online survey software.

Study Population and Recruitment

Although the exact number of DOCLINE participants was not available, over 2,700 libraries in the US, Canada, and Mexico have reportedly participated in DOCLINE [11]. The research team recruited via general and regional English-language email discussion lists with subscribers from a wide range of HSLs from the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Based on the librarian response rate to other surveys of 10-20% [13], the potential number of DOCLINE libraries, and the bandwidth limitations for COVID survey participation, we hoped for responses from at least 100 academic and hospital libraries in North America. Survey instructions requested that the survey be completed only once per institution. Multi-campus institutions, which manage their own lending and borrowing, were asked to have each lending library participate individually in the survey. Because the email subscription lists represent individual library staff and not institutions, the number of DOCLINE libraries was used to approximate an institutional response rate.

The email with the survey link was distributed beginning January 6, 2021 to email discussion lists. Lists included those of the Association of Academic Health Sciences Libraries, MEDLIB-L, CANMEDLIB, six caucuses of the Medical Library Association (Hospital Libraries, Resource Sharing, Research, Leadership & Management, Consumer & Patient Health Information, Health Information & Corporate Librarians), the Association of College & Research Libraries Health Sciences Libraries Group, and a list specific for librarians of the Veterans Administration. Regionally the survey was shared with all MLA chapters through their email lists (PNC via HLIB-PNW, Southern, South Central, NAHSL, NY-NJ, Midcontinental, Midwest, Hawaii-Pacific, Northern California and Nevada Medical Library Group, Philadelphia Regional Chapter, Upstate New York and Ontario Chapter, and Mid-Atlantic Chapter). The survey was open for one month, with reminders sent at two weeks and one week, resulting in three messages to each list by the survey end date of February 7, 2021. It was also distributed once to the DOCLINE-L email list on January 28, 2021. No participants were withdrawn from the survey responses received.

ANALYSIS

Two researchers (EM, KA) reviewed all text responses to replace personal and institutional names or any other identifying text with generic terms prior to the responses being shared with other team members for analysis. Descriptive statistics were compiled for each question using Excel. Due to a priori assumptions that there would be differences between hospital and academic libraries, and that responses to several of the questions would be different for libraries with access to their print collections than those who did not have access, the researchers examined subgroups with cross-tabulations and Z-tests of proportions to assess whether differences were statistically significant.

Responses to the two open-ended questions covering decision-making strategies (Q25) and recommendations for additional research questions (Q26) were analyzed independently by two researchers (MH, KA). Respondents added comments about all aspects of the pandemic experience in response to both questions. Decision-making strategies were classified into discrete categories by two researchers (JL, PS), and agreement was reached by consensus to provide frequencies. Additional questions respondents thought should have been asked were extracted and aggregated (see Appendix C) to inform further research. For all other comments, two independent researchers (MH, KA) first used basic interpretive methods [14] of data reduction to code for potential themes. Many of the responses had to be parsed into codeable fragments, for example, this single response “No change in existing services or policies, other than we got busier and had to make extra efforts to find other libraries who were open and willing to provide ILL services. Had to change some settings in DOCLINE to route to libraries doing electronic.” The researchers then compared applied codes (Appendix D) and re-coded again using the constant comparative method [15]. The combined code listing was then applied to see if any of the responses offered insights that were not already covered by the previously created themes and to gather counts of coded fragments. The final analysis consisted of a list of agreed upon themes with counts and representative quotes. Participant quotes are followed by the respondent number in brackets, e.g. [R7].

RESULTS

Demographics

Ultimately 431 individuals completed the survey on behalf of their libraries. Of these, 414 reported participating in DOCLINE, thus the results could represent approximately 15.3% (414/2700) of DOCLINE-participating libraries, in addition to 17 libraries that did not participate in DOCLINE. All questions were optional, so the number of responses varied.
The majority of respondents (n=226/431; 52%) worked in hospital libraries, while 27% (n=116/431) worked in academic health science center libraries, and another 15% (n=63/431) in academic libraries supporting health sciences programs. The researchers reclassified 3 “Other” responses into the academic or hospital categories reported above. The remaining designated “Other” libraries 6% (n=26/431) either fit into multiple categories or were unique, e.g., government research, corporate, association, or other special libraries.

**LIBRARY OPERATIONS**

Figure 1 shows many changes to library operations during the early stages of the pandemic. Most respondents were affected in a variety of ways, but 18% (n=79/431) reported no effect on operations. ILL staff teleworking was the most common response at 69% (n=299/431), while 13% (n=55/431) experienced a furlough of library staff who normally provide ILL services. Of responding libraries that furloughed staff, 62% (n=34/55) were hospital libraries, 31% (n=17/55) were academic or academic health sciences libraries, and 7% (n=4/55) were other types of health science libraries.
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Lack of access to print materials was linked to the cessation of ILL/DD for print materials in 45% (n=192/431) of libraries, and 43% (n=185/431) reported that circulation of print items ceased. Library facilities were open only to select patron groups or badge holders for 30% (n=130/431), and open only to library staff for 21% (n=89/431). Another 20% (n=85/431) of the facilities were closed, with most or all of their services continuing remotely, while 1% (n=5/431) were completely closed with no remote services.

Most libraries (n=365/429; 85%) reported that they filled ILLs with electronic subscriptions during the entire time. Another 9% (n=39/429) did part of the time, and 5% (n=25/429) did not at any point in the study period. The majority of respondents (n=414/428; 97%) used DOCLINE for ILLs, 49% (n=208/428) used OCLC, 18% (n=75/428) used regional or state ILL networks, 6% (n=26/428) used RapidILL, and 4% (n=17) reported using other methods. Libraries used DOCLINE (n=394/428; 91%), OCLC (n=173/428; 40%), and direct email, or other non-DOCLINE or OCLC request from the requesting library (n=117/428; 27%) to deliver items. Other methods accounted for 15% of responses.

Figure 2 shows respondents’ perceptions about unfilled requests on a 5-point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Regarding whether more print ILL requests were returned unfilled than was typical, 58% (n=246/423) agreed or strongly agreed, 21% disagreed or strongly disagreed (n=87/423), and 21% were neutral (n=90/423). When asked if more online ILL requests were returned unfilled than was typical, only 13% of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed (n=58/424), while 69% disagreed or strongly disagreed (n=293/424), and another 17% were neutral (n=73/424).
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While a majority of respondents (n=282/423; 67%) did not purchase digital versions of requested items not available through ILL, some (n=99/423; 23%) purchased items directly from publishers or purchased items through an existing arrangement with a third-party provider (n=62/423; 15%). This question did not include existing subscriptions.

Many libraries reported access to their physical collections part of the time (n=194/431; 45%) and filled requests part of the time (n=174/430; 40%) from their physical collections. Some libraries had access to their physical collections the entire time (n=124/430; 29%) and filled ILL requests the entire time (n=104/430; 24%). Of the 108 (25%) libraries who did not fill ILL requests, 65
(15%) of these libraries had no access to their physical collections. Forty-six respondents (11%) selected “Not applicable,” because their libraries had no physical collections and therefore could not fill ILL print requests. For those who responded “Other” to these questions, the researchers re-coded the responses into the appropriate categories. Hospital libraries (15%, n=33/227) were more likely to rely solely on virtual collections (z=3.0, p=.0027) than all other types of libraries combined (6%, n=13/202).

Some libraries (n=120/431; 27%) loaned physical items to their patrons the entire time. Fewer than half of the libraries (n=173/431; 40%) loaned physical items to their own patrons part of the time. Additionally, some libraries (n=99/431; 23%) did not loan physical items, and 8% (n=38/431) lacked physical collections. Some (n=121/407; 29%) offered in-library pickup of physical items to patrons, 25% (n=101/407) used campus mail to deliver physical items to patrons, and 26% (n=105/407) did not loan physical items. Almost half, 45% (n=195/431), accepted returned physical items the entire time, 24% (n=102/431) accepted returns only part of the time, and 13% (n=57/431) did not accept returns. For the 11% selecting “not applicable” (n=50/431), the team concluded these libraries did not lend physical materials.

Library Collection and Service Evaluation

Figure 4 shows responses from a number of provided options regarding collection evaluation and usage of print collections for ILL/DD. The most common response (n=168/383; 44%) was that the pandemic caused them to evaluate the use of electronic titles. Another 99 (26%) were evaluating the accessibility of their print collections. Eighty (21%) were evaluating unique titles and subject coverage in their collections. Seventy-two (19%) were evaluating gaps in their collections. Answers about staff cross-training, ‘not applicable’ and ‘other,’ were each approximately 14%. Only 32 (8%) had evaluated the organization of their print collections, and fewer (23; 6%) had pursued new partnerships or cooperative agreements with other libraries. Of the other responses, 27 (7%) said that no evaluation had been conducted. Despite the large number of responses, 48 participants did not answer the question.

Several questions addressed policies and practices on copyright and fees. Regarding interpretation of copyright law or practices using CONTU Guidelines (guidelines for copying from periodicals which apply to materials less than 5 years old; also referred to as 'rule of five') during the pandemic, 79% (n=339/428) had not changed their interpretation, while 13% (n=57/428) had, and another 6% (n=26/428) were considering a re-evaluation of how they interpreted complying with copyright such as moving from following the CONTU guidelines to a more holistic interpretation, while 13% (n=57/428) had, and another 6% (n=26/428) were considering a re-evaluation of how they interpreted complying with copyright such as moving from following the CONTU guidelines to a more holistic review of requests. Two respondents from outside the United States indicated they operated under different national copyright laws.

Most (87%; n=372/429) had not changed their policies for not charging for DD, and 9% (n=39/429) who did charge also had not changed their policies. Only 4% (n=17/429) changed their DD fees to provide free or lower
cost documents for some or all patrons. Most hospital libraries did not change their no-charge policies for DD, with 91% (n=206/226) reporting no change, 7% (n=16/226) did not change their policy of charging, and 2% (n=4/226) changed their DD fees to provide free or lower cost items.

When asked about the financial impact on ILL, nearly a quarter of respondents did not have access to this information (n=105/426; 25% for borrowing and n=119/423; 28% for lending). Regarding lending revenue, 10% (n=44/423) reported a decrease and 4% (n=17/423) an increase. A slight majority reported no change for borrowing (n=238/426; 56%) or lending (n=243/423; 57%). Only 51 said borrowing expenditures increased, and 32 said borrowing expenditures decreased. Hospital libraries generally reported no change for borrowing (n=141/225; 63%) while 8% (n=18/225) noted a decrease, and 9% (n=21/225) experienced an increase. A related question (Q8) about financial impact asked about purchasing access to materials, where nearly 67% (n=282/423) of respondents said that they did not purchase digital access to any materials. Most hospital libraries (n=178/223; 80%) did not purchase digital access to any requested materials they could not obtain. Compared with 50% (n=87/174) of academic libraries, there is a statistically significant difference (z=6.3, p<0.0001) in purchasing digital access between the two types of libraries.

For the free text question about ILL staff involvement in service decisions, of the 288 codable responses, 258 could be classified. The others gave examples of things that had changed without directly addressing the decision-making strategy. “Group decision” (either through teams or meetings) was the most common response (n=89/258; 34%), with a substantial number of solo librarians (n=51/258; 20%) making their own decisions. Involvement of ILL staff in decision making was common (n=36/258; 14%), but so was having decisions being directed (n=42/258; 16%) either through top-down decisions by others, or no involvement by ILL staff. Another 40 reported not making service changes.

Although the survey did not ask about staff size, 64 respondents mentioned that they were solo librarians or solo ILL staff, with some mentioning small staff size as being a factor in decision making. While discussing changes, respondents mentioned the challenges of running ILL while they or their staff were furloughed.

The final open-ended question, which invited additional comments and other questions that respondents felt the survey should have asked, elicited 162 responses. Beyond responses like “no” and “thank you,” 118 in-depth comments were analyzed. Staff size and associated staffing and workflow issues, as well as fill-rate questions, predominated the questions that respondents thought should have been asked. These are categorized into 15 areas presented in Appendix C. The thematic analysis of the general comments from the 2 open-ended questions were clustered into 2 high-level categories shown with associated themes and representative quotes in Table 1. The first, “ILL/DD Staffing, Set Up, and Systems,” had 5 themes, the most prominent of these was “ILL staffing changes and cross training.” Respondents also commented on how they worked with the DOCLINE system more than with other ILL systems. The largest category was “Impact on Libraries and Library Users,” which encompassed 6 themes. The most frequently categorized comments included: change in lending demand, participation, fill rate, turnaround times. Researchers frequently assigned these categories in addition to themes of either negative impact of lack of access via ILL or access limitations to one’s own collection.

Table 1 Qualitative analysis of open-ended questions (Q25, N=258 and Q26, N=118) represented by eleven themes with representative quotes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Times coded* - Q25</th>
<th>Times coded* - Q26</th>
<th>Representative quote(s) [Question and respondent number]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ILL/DD STAFFING, SET UP AND SYSTEMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication among libraries</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>…based on some teleconferences, and listserv discussions on what the majority of what the other libraries were doing. [Q25; R159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCLINE customization,</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>It was very tedious to have to keep running things through Docline again and again, until</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**IMPACT ON LIBRARIES AND LIBRARY USERS**

| Access limitations to own library’s physical collection | The experience of not having full access to the print collection from March to August reinforced that certain content remains only available via print. [Q26; R148] |
| Financial implications** | ...Additionally, our staff lobbied for and were allowed to lend freely to other libraries that also lent freely. [Q25; R35] |
| Negative impact of lack of access via ILL | ...More of my requests were canceled, especially those to NLM [National Library of Medicine], during the pandemic. This has affected access to information for the hospital staff… [Q26; R9] |
| Perceived value of library services | ...When I returned from furlough, I was shocked to learn how many libraries [had] completely closed their print collection. It left those of us at smaller systems and with limited budgets in quite a bind. ...I’ve rarely had to tell a customer I was unable to get what they needed but had (and still have) to do it often [during this period]. It bothers me very much, yet it has helped customers realize how vital libraries and interlibrary loan processes are to everyone. My biggest concern is perception - if libraries close during a pandemic when people need us the most, I feel we’ve shot ourselves in the foot. [Q26; R380] |

**DISCUSSION**

The survey findings support existing trends that health sciences libraries rely on digital collections of current materials [16], with 46/429 (11%) of respondents reporting only providing digital collections and 33 of these being hospital libraries. Almost all libraries (94%) provided ILL and DD from their online collections at least part of the time. As 69% (n=299/431) of ILL staff were teleworking during at least part of this period, it is not surprising that in the open-ended comments, libraries discussed the challenges in setting up existing ILL system software to work from home. Improvements to these systems to facilitate working off-site and eliminating licensed resource clauses requiring printing and re-scanning are important to working sustainably.

Although this survey was not designed to highlight differences between hospital libraries and academic health sciences libraries, many comments invited a closer look at how the pandemic experience varied by library type. Solo librarians and small hospital libraries transitioned more smoothly to ILL/DD as remote workers as their ILL operations primarily relied on digital materials, and they did not have to coordinate across multiple staff. Academic
libraries, by contrast, transitioned more slowly and in many cases with greater difficulty. Changes from in-person to remote staffing and cross-training of staff members are two examples of transition difficulties and delays in ILL/DD provided by academic HSLs. By contrast, most smaller libraries and solo librarians simply shifted the time spent on these services. In summarizing library work in a virtual environment during the pandemic, Koos pointed to collection management of physical items and interlibrary loan digitization as two of the library operations requiring on-site staffing [1], both areas that disappear with entirely digital collections.

Some libraries issued top-down directives regarding changes to existing ILL/DD services with little or no input from ILL staff. It is unclear if these directives were issued by library administrators or non-library administrators. The impact of decisions made by others seems to have particularly affected staff morale and the ability of staff to continue to do what was needed to meet the needs of library users. Massey mentions that for staff working a staggered schedule in a general academic library, leaving piles of work behind made staff feel like they were not doing enough [4]. In the present study there were responses from furloughed solo staff who had to leave their work with little notice for much longer periods. Both the volume and depth of responses were surprising, particularly for the multiple selection questions and open-ended responses. The survey never intended to describe the morale and emotional impact of working through the pandemic, and therefore the researchers found it challenging to distinguish the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic on services from its influence on staff attempting to provide the best service possible amidst these challenging circumstances.

Our survey likely underestimates the impact of furloughs on ILL services provided by solo librarians as furloughed librarians may not have seen the invitation to participate. The survey was only available in English, and therefore our results may not represent North American libraries in Canada and Mexico where French and Spanish languages predominate. We welcome translation and reproduction of the survey. As the varying number of respondents per question shows, respondents skipped questions that they felt did not apply. As part of the open-ended responses, a few participants remarked about questions that were confusing or hard to answer; two of these answers related to definitions used in the study, and two related to answer options. Rather than separating print journals and print books, the survey asked about print collections. As some respondents mentioned having print books but not print journals, responses might not have meant to include both journals and books. The study defined ILL as referring to loans and copies for other libraries and DD as supplying documents for one’s own clients. These definitions did not always match how these terms were used by a few respondents, as noted by this respondent: “The demarcation you’re making between ILL and DD is vague and confusing, so I found portions of the survey to feel either not applicable or like there wasn’t an option available to select. In our hospital library, ILL is typically only print materials, while DD covers everything else—this has nothing to do with whether the request is coming from an internal or external client.” [Q26; R246]

For response options, the library access question did not provide sufficient choices to describe the variety of arrangements used to come on site to meet users’ needs. The question about expenditures did not reflect the experience of libraries that only request items from free reciprocal sources. Additionally, due to Electronic Fund Transfer System (EFTS) service migrations in the summer of 2020, participating libraries may not have had the reports to answer this question. In the interpretation of responses, for those reporting increased expenditures, it was not possible to distinguish whether this was a function of increased volume of requests with prices holding steady, increased prices for obtaining materials, or a combination of both volume and price increases.

The research team intended the survey to be relevant to all sizes and structures of health science libraries. A number of respondents reported that the survey seemed to assume staff were dedicated to ILL or DD, and therefore the survey was intended for larger or academic libraries rather than those directed by solo librarians or small teams. The survey did not ask about the size of the library or organization or the number of library full time employees though many respondents commented that they were solo-staffed or small libraries in the open-ended responses. It was suggested that future research ask about library and staff size; see the categorized list of suggested questions for further research provided in Appendix C.

The research team expected to learn from the respondents about the intersection of physical and digital collections with on-site and virtual ILL and DD services. Perceptions of limited access to physical collections was a primary driver for this research. This report brings together responses to direct questions about access to library collections and open-ended comments about challenges regarding ILL borrowing requests likely to be filled from print and increases in lending demand for libraries that were able to fill from their collections during this time. It also painted a picture regarding the impact of the NLM and other large libraries not filling loan or copy/scan requests from their print collections. Few libraries pursued new cooperative agreements to try to increase access to resources, but we do not know why—it could be they viewed existing arrangements as adequate, that they lacked funds or capacity to pursue anything, or there was no one to pursue, because all of libraries were impacted due to the global nature of the pandemic.

This makes the assessment of what content is needed but not yet digitally available more critical for libraries and content producers. Even if all content were digitally available, there remain questions of financial capacity and
impact. As discussed above, financial impacts were not fully assessed in this survey, and more detailed information would be needed to truly answer questions about the financial impacts of the pandemic on library collections and service expenditures.

Finally, given the challenges of the pandemic, it was not surprising that so many of the comments to the survey’s open-ended questions focused on negative impacts or overcoming difficulties outside of ILL/DD services. The survey became an outlet for grief for some respondents. To remain focused on the original research questions, the team decided not to analyze these comments, while still recognizing the pain of fellow librarians. The data is available should other researchers wish to study these comments. The following quote is one of the positive comments offered by a respondent: “… Our objective was to make library services seamless, no matter where we were physically located. I know we succeeded. The medical library was referred to as one of the gold stars during the pandemic.” [Q25; R7]

CONCLUSION
The survey team is one part of a multi-component research strategy regarding COVID-19 and ILL/DD activities. The survey team shared the questions and concerns with the other research teams for their consideration. The studies planned by the other teams, along with a wealth of other pandemic-related surveys and publications in progress by other researchers, should shed further light on questions raised by these responses.

The most powerful finding is that resource sharing continued in 94% (n=404/429) of responding libraries and most agreed that their needs for materials likely to be provided digitally were met. While there were frustrations, requests were filled more often than not. This speaks to the dedicated librarians and library staff who persisted in managing ILL and DD services despite unprecedented challenges.
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